
Moses was given a special mission from God.  When 
Moses was worried that the mission was too hard, 

God showed him that he already had what he 
needed.  God was with Moses and had already 

provided all that was needed to bring about change 
for God’s people. We have our own part to play in 

being part of God’s mission on earth today.

• What were some of the things that Moses was 

worried about? What are some of the things that 

stop you on your mission for God?

• How did God equip Moses for his mission?

Moses already had everything he needed for his 
mission – God encouraged him to use the stick he 
had in his hand to show Pharoah that he had been 
sent by God.  God had also placed a team around 
Moses, his brother Aaron had the confidence as a 
speaker which Moses lacked.  When Moses had been 
a child he had spent time being cared for in 
Pharaoh’s palace which would have been an 
advantage when returning there on his mission.

• What do you think God’s mission is for us in the 
world?

• What do you have in your hands? Like Moses 
what do we have which we can use on our 
mission for God?
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Use any/all of the resources 
on the following pages in an 

order that works for your 
group.  You might like to 

spread them over more than 
one session.

What is in my hand?

Cut holes into a cardboard box so that hands can 

be inserted.  Place different items into the box.  

Can children reach in and work out what the 

items in the box are without looking?

You could link this game back to God’s question 

to Moses “What do you have in your hands”   

Bonus Challenge: Can children think of a way to 

use each item in a different way? e.g. an old 

sock could become a cleaning cloth, an empty 

can could become a flower pot.

Hand prints craft

Use paint or ink pads to make hand prints.  

Which of these hand print crafts will you try?

• Invite everybody in your group to add their 

handprint to a group poster.    Remind 

children that just as Moses had a team 

around him we are called to serve God in 

community.

• Make a handprint and then turn your print 

into a picture.  Here are some ideas.





You might prefer to make the holes in 

advance and then cover them with tape, 

removing the tape one strip at a time will 

produce the same challenge.

A large container, a plastic bottle,  something to 

make holes with e.g. sharp scissors. a jug of water.

Place the bottle into the empty container, put a hole 

into the bottle and then ask the children to try and 

stop the water from leaving the bottle.  They can use 

a finger to plug the hole.  Continue to add more and 

more holes, each time another child can help to stop 

the leaks, but the problem will keep getting worse.

Explain that Archbishop Desmond Tutu is often 

quoted as saying:

Invite children to think about what this quote means.  

Why do they think it is important to identify the cause 

of a problem and not just come up with temporary 

fixes and solutions?  What was the real problem with 

filling the bottle with water? It was the person who 

kept making the holes!  The best solution might not 

be to plug the holes but to take away the scissors!

Give each child a piece of paper.  What 

happens when they place it into the 

container of water? Does it sink or float? 

Can they get it to travel from one side of 

the container to the other.

Encourage children to try and construct 

their own paper boats to travel across the 

container.  What challenges do they face, 

how does that make them feel? What 

successes do they have, how can we 

celebrate them together?

Before we can help others we must learn 

to listen to them.  Set the children a 

listening challenge, you could challenge 

them to be quiet enough to hear a literal 

pin drop of play a game of secret 

whispers, passing a message around the 

circle whispering as quietly as possible.



All over the world human behaviour is causing damage to our beautiful 

planet, litter, pollution, climate change and deforestation are just 

some of the problems we face.  Let’s think and pray about how we can 

play a part in protecting and caring for our planet.

Children could spend time waiting 

and listening to God asking for a 

picture of things that He would 

like to see change for the better in 

the world.





God could have given Moses anything to use on his mission but He chose to use the stick that Moses was 

already holding.  Church and Community mobilisation is all about looking for ways to serve and love our 

communities by coming alongside people and projects which are already there.  Explore the four steps of 

Church and Community Mobilisation with these resources.


